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THE CANONICALFORM OF A SCALAROPERATOR
ON A BANACHSPACE
G. D. FAULKNERAND J. E. HUNEYCUTT,JR.
Abstract. Let A = f XdE(X) be a scalar operator on a Banach space X. If
there exists a vector g S X such that the closed convex hull of the range of
the vector measure /i(-) = E(-)g has nonvoid interior, then A is similar to
the operator Qf (A) = \f(\) on a quotient space of a suitably constructed £°°
space.

I. Introduction. Let A be a bounded, selfadjoint operator on the Hubert
space H with spectral representation A = / X dE(X). If A has simple spectra
(i.e. there is some g E H so that the linear span of the range of the vector
measure u(-) = E(-)g is dense in H), then A is unitarily equivalent to
multiplication by the independent variable on &(o(A), v), where v(M) =
< p(M), g) [1, p. 52]. The condition that A have simple spectra is in some
sense a requirement that the range of the vector measure E(-)g be well
dispersed in H. In order to motivate an alternative condition on the
dispersion of the range of a vector measure we consider the following
example. Let Q be the operation of multiplication by the independent
variable on £°°([0, 1], p), i.e. (Qf)(X) = Xf(X).The operator Q is a prespectral
operator with spectral family E(M)g = lM • g. Let p(M) = E(M)l, then the
range of u, <3l(u), is the set of characteristic functions of measurable subsets
of [0, 1]. The positive portion of the unit ball of £°°([0, 1], u) is weak-*
compact and the range of p coincides with its extreme points. Therefore, the
closed, convex hull of 31(u) is all of the positive part of the ball; and thus,
has nonvoid interior. We will say that a vector measure p, taking values in a
Banach space, is full provided (co (3l(ju)))0 =^0.
In this paper we shall show that, for a scalar operator A = f XdE(X)
defined on a Banach space X, the existence of a vector g E X such that
u(-) = E(-)g is full implies that A is similar to Qf(X) = Xf(X) on a quotient
space of a suitably constructed £°° space.

II.
Definition 1. Let u be a vector valued measure defined on a o-algebra %
and taking values in a Banach space X with norm | • |. The semivariation of u,
denoted byj| u||, is the scalar valued function on $ defined by
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|| PIKE)-sup

S a¡p{Ei)
i'= 0

where the supremum is taken over all finite collections of scalars with |o,| < 1
and all finite partitions of E into disjoint members of ÍB.
The support of p will be denoted by supp( ju.).
Lemma 1 [2, p. 320]. Let p be a vector valued measure defined on a o-algebra

%. Then
(i)||ju||(£)>
\p(E)\>0,
(2)||u||(£)<4suPfc£|p(F)|<

(3)||u||(£)<

oo,

\\p\\(F)ifE CF,

(4) there is a positive scalar measure X defined on % so that

(a)X(E)<

\\p\\(E),

(b) limX(£)^0 || u||(£) = 0.

In all that follows X will be a scalar measure guaranteed by (4) above. By

(4) (b) of the lemma, X(E) = 0 if and only if || p\\(E) = 0, so for F E ®,
p - ess supje/r \f(s)\ = X - ess supie/r |/(s)|;

thus we denote by £°°(/x), the

space £°°(A). The reason for this apparently artificial device is the desire to
associate the space of functions with the measure p itself.
Definition 2. Let p be a vector valued measure defined on a o-algebra <$
of subsets of a set T. We denote by £' ( T, p) the set of all measurable complex
valued functions / defined on T for which J f dp exists. For / E tx(T, p),
Pf(E) = }Ef dp defines a vector measure on <3&.
The norm on £'(T, p) is then

defined by

ii/ii.
=iimn
In the case that p is scalar valued this space of functions is equivalent to the
usual £' space.
By [3, p. 45] £'(7, p) is complete. In addition since X(E) < || u||(£) < oo

and

|f/¿J<ÍA-esssup|/(<)|}||uj|(£),
\JE

K

s(EE

(1)

'

£M(u)c£'(7».
Let C ( T) denote the continuous complex valued functions on a subset T of
the complex plane. We then have

Theorem 1. C(T) is dense in £'(7, p).
Proof. Let A E %. By Lusin's theorem there exists a sequence of
continuous functions g„, with |g„(i)| < 1, such that for A„ = [s E T\gn(s) =£
lA(s)), lim,,^^ X(An) = 0. It follows that for e > 0 there exists an integer A'
so that for n > N,\\ p\\(A„) < e/8. For this N and n > N we have
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ft.I < 4 sup
FCT

f (1a - gn)dp = 4 sup f

JF

FCT

JFnA„

(1 - g„)dp

< 8 sup || u||(F n A„) < e.
FQT

Thus, since simple functions are dense in £}(T, p), the theorem holds.
We note that since

11/11,
< 4 sup |f/J<4fX-esssup
FQT

\JF

*•

□

|/(i)|]||w||(F),
s£T

'

it follows that the polynomials together with their conjugates are dense in
£}(T, p) whenever F is a compact subset of the complex plane.
Lemma 2 [3, p. 76]. If p is a vector valued measure defined on a a-algebra
%, taking values in a Banach space X, then

co <3l(u)= I J f dp \f is measurableandf(s) E[0, I] for all s E T\.
Lemma 3. Let p be a vector measure defined on a o-algebra % of subsets of a
set T, taking values in a Banach space X with norm | • |. Then for every complex
valued function defined on T, with \f(s)\ < 1for all s E T, we have

( f(s)dp(s)

u||(F).

■If

The proof is standard, using measurable disjoint partitions of F.
Theorem 2. The linear operator Q; tx(T, p) -» £'(T, p) defined by Qf(s) =
sf(s) is continuous if supp( p) is contained in a bounded subset of the complex
plane.

Proof. Clearly for/ E £', Qf E £' so that the operator has domain all of
£'. Now suppose supp (u) Ç {z E C| |z| < r) = D(r). Then for E Q D(r),

f sf(s)dp(s) = f s dpf(s) = r f j dpf(s)
Now/(s)

= s/r satisfies \f(s)\ < 1, so by Lemma 3

f sf(s)dp(s) <r||Mf||(^)

= r||

thus 112/11,
= || PQf\\(X)<r\\f\\x. □
Theorem 3. Let A = / XdE(X) be a bounded scalar operator defined on a
Banach space X with o(A) = T. For g E X, let u(-) «■E(-)g. Define U;

tx(T,p) -> X by Uf= ffdp and Q; £'(F, u)-> £'(F, u) by Qf(s)= sf(s).
Then U is continuous and the following diagram commutes;
u
tx(T,p)
X
A[

iß

X

£'(7»
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Proof. For any polynomial p E &(T, p) we have Up = p(A) so that

AUp = Ap(A) = UQp.
Since the polynomials are dense in tx(T, p), the diagram commutes provided
U and Q are continuous.
Since A is bounded, supp(u)[c o(A)] is bounded. Thus Q is continuous by
Theorem 2. That U is continuous follows from

D

\Uf\= ( fdp\< sup \f fdp= sup |u/(£)| < \\pf\\(T)=
J

EQT

\JE

ECT

Theorem 4. Let A = / XdE(X) be a scalar operator on a Banach space X
with T = o(A). If there exists a vector g E X so that p() — E()g is full, then
A is similar to the multiplication operator on a factor space of t°°(T, p).

Proof. Since tx(T, p) c tl(T, p) the diagram (2) above commutes with
£°°(T, p) replacing tx(T, p). By (1) we see that U is continuous with the

topology of £"(7; p). Let N be the null-space of U. Since AU - UQ, then

Uf= 0 impliesU(Qf) = 0; thus Q: tx(T, p)/N-*£x(T, p)/N definedby
Q [/] = [Qñ is weHdefined. Since p is full and
{/1/is measurable and/(i)

E [0, 1] for all í E T) Q £°°(T, p),

the rangeof U is all of X, and Û: £°°(T,p)/N -* X, definedby Û[f] = Uf,
is bijective with a continuous

inverse (ensured by the Open Mapping

Theorem). By the commutativity of (2), it follows that A = ÛQÛ~X. □
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